[Study of chance correlation in blood glucose sensing].
In the noninvasive blood glucose sensing by the near-infrared spectroscopy, chemometrics is applied to achieve the quantitative analysis of unknown samples. In modeling and validation process, however, there usually introduces a certain degree of chance correlation, thus affecting the stability of the model. In the present paper, normally distributed random numbers were used to simulate spectral data and reference concentration. In this way, it can investigate the probability level of chance correlation from the number of selected modeling wavelengths and different probable cross validation methods. Chance correlation exists in the process of modeling. In this paper, there has also given the best level of modeling wavelengths and the optimal cross validation method to reduce the chance correlation. In addition, the in vitro experiment of glucose aqueous solution at different temperature is conducted. In this experiment, the relationship between the temperature and the glucose concentration was obtained, according to which the temperature effect in practice was reduced.